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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Lucía Huertas has contributed to the dictionary with 40 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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a mansarba
The correct expression is "a mansalva".  The DRAE defines it as "without any danger, over safe", but in popular use, at
least in Spain, it is given the meaning of "full hands", "in large quantities", "a raudales".

auhe
I have the impression that it is the word "boom", with the "G" aspirated as "H".  "Auge" means "growth", "exaltation",
depending on the context.

bcterias
Clearly, it is misspelled and is "bacteria", plural of the noun "bacterium", which refers to a type of single-celled
microorganism.

buscar el significado de dislexico
Person who suffers a consistent pathology that has difficulty understanding what you read

chapo
" I chapo "  ( no tilde on " or  "  ) It is the term that occurs in some areas of Spain to a wide hoe of semicircular form,
used in construction, especially to remove or move the concrete

contacto térmico
"Heat Contact" indicates that someone or something seeks to come into contact with something else or person from the
point of view of the temperature.

dar la talla
It's an expression that means "to be up to par",

de buenas a primaria
The correct expression is "good to first", and means "suddenly", "without notice"

de pecotilla
The right expression is "trashy", and it means something is "poor quality."

ears
It's English term, and it means "ears."

epapues
epapues is incorrectly written and should be written as "Epa, maybe!" being its meaning:<br>It is clearly an expression
of astonishment or admiration shaped by the interjection " epa!  " and the causal conjunction " as ".

estructura de una novela
"Structure of a novel" is an expression that introduces what it means: How a novel is structured.  Traditionally the
structure of a novel is divided into three parts: approach, knot and outcome.



etsa
ETSA is incorrectly written, and should be written as "E.T.S.A." being its meaning:<br>In Spain, " ETSA " they are the
initials of " Escuela Técnica Superior de architecture ".

extraregional
" Extra-regional " It refers to something that exists or happens outside the region itself. The prefix " extra - " It is of Latin
Etymology and means " " outside. Thus, p. ej., " 34 extraordinary; It is said that that is out of the ordinary.

fardos
The only meaning which has the word in Spanish " bale " It is that Mr Noreña has rightly given.

gamin
It is a French word meaning "adolescent", "youngster".

goddamn
It is an English word whose literal translation is, but in Spanish it is usually translated simply by cursed with objects or
people.

gruñidos
The " 34 Growl; It is the sound emitted by animals such as pig and wild boar, and also that of the dog or other animal
when threatened. It also expresses the hoarse sound of a person when he is in a bad mood.

hfs
" 34 HFS; they are the initials in English of " Hierarchical File System "   ( = hierarchical file system 41. They are
acronyms used in computer science.

hocico o boca de un animal
The same expression says: the "snout" is the "mouth of an animal", although in reality its meaning also includes the
nose.

honores
It is the plural of "honor", a term that has different meanings.  The main one is the moral quality of a person, and the
good reputation consequently. In plural the expression "with honors" is used to indicate a certain distinction or merit is
also said "to do the honors" to mean "to attend the host to the guests"

infundiese
" vouchsafe " or " infundiera are two forms of the preterite subjunctive of the verb 34 imperfect; infuse " that means " the
mood cause moral or emotional momentum " or, in God, " communicate the soul a gift or a grace "

k singnifica un tipo biblico
" A biblical type " He is someone that seems straight out of the Bible. The interpretation of the meaning of the term
depends on who says it: ( long white beard, patriarchal appearance, etc 41 could refer to the aspect; a great age ( as
Methuselah ) etc.



nashbe
nashbe is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Nashville" being its meaning:<br>Perhaps referring to the city of
Nashville, in the State of Tennessee in the United States.

no pedir
This query seems to joke: "Not asking" is just the opposite of "asking".

oireis
It lacks the tilde in the "E": Hear.  It is the second person of the plural of the future imperfect indicative of the verb "to
hear"

orare
You would have to know the context of the sentence, thus " orare " It is a Latin word that means " " pray, and in Spanish
only uses first person plural imperative (  " 34 oremus;  ) inthe expression " lose the oremus " which is equivalent to "
lose the PIN " " crazy " " return tarumba " etc. It could also be a typographical error and try Word " orate " that applies to
who has lost the trial.

paseantes
People who walk.

plugger
I suspect that is a word based on 34 English; to plug "   ( = " " plug, " " clog  ). The Oxford Dictionary does not pick it up,
but in colloquial English it is very common to create words from others. The suffix " er " is used to indicate the person
who performs the action, in which case it could mean " taponador " or something similar.

proclamad
"Proclaim" is a verbal time: the second person of the plural of the verb "proclaim".

propulsarse
It's a reflective verb that means "push forward."

prostãbulos
prostabulos is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Brothels" being its meaning:<br>It is no doubt a typo in the
term " 34 brothels;

slime
"Slime" (pronounced "slaim") is an English noun that means "slime", "silt", "fine clay".  As an adjective, in the United
States it is used to mean "bad person", "scoundrel".

soñar con benteveo
You have to see the context, but I suspect that is a colloquial form of " how well I see you!  " as an expression of
greeting to someone you know.

susperstición



suspersticion is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Superstition" being its meaning:<br>" Superstition " means,
according to the DRAE, " strange belief contrary to reason " and religious faith, and also " excessive faith or excessive
valuation with respect to some "

te¿iendose
You iendose is incorrectly written and should be written as "tiniendose" being its meaning:?<br>It seems to me that the
correct word is " tiniendose; 34, reflective gerund of the verb " dyeing ". Is running the error to keep the " " in verbs like "
belting 34, " ask " etc., which require the change of vowel in the root of some times.

ver el resultado matematico de la palabra estimar
Calculation usually use the word " estimate " believe in the sense of " " " judge ". Thus, using " 34 estimation; in the
sense of " 34 estimate;

victor daniel
Victor daniel is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Victor Daniel" being its meaning:<br>" Victor " It is a Latin
name that means " victorious ".   " Daniel " It is a Hebrew name which means " God is my judge, " or " 34 God's
judgment;

wo bist du denn
" Wo bist du denn?  " It is German. It means " where are you?

yeast
It's an English word, meaning "yeast."


